Men As Lovers: An Invitation to My First-Ever Men’s Transformational Group
As our world becomes increasingly overtaken by the obsession with what can be
computized, planned, executed, and then rewarded financially, all of us, especially men,
are drowning in a world of rationality, educated far beyond our relational intelligence,
where often false beliefs become truths to argue, fight and even die for. We behave
individualistically in our relationships which creates unnecessary separation so that we
are literally starving for spiritual depth, love, and the of joy of rich intimacy. And our
families and communities are starving as well.
It is said that there are 4 fundamental male archetypes: the King, Warrior, Magician, and
Lover. Most men have some degree of mastery in the first two. A smaller proportion of
men also integrate aspects of the Magician. But It is the Lover archetype in my
observation that is the least embodied male archetype in the world today and because
of its relative absence the most crucial for men to embrace and integrate.
The Lover asks us, above all: Who are we as men in our relationships and where is love
in our lives? As disciples of the Lover we are called to know and grow beyond culturally
inherited male entitlements. We want to embody our deep masculinity that is also in
profound rapport with women’s ways of knowing so that we can support them as
bringers of the empowered feminine. We want to let surrender to love supplant the
impulse to power that makes us Kings, Warriors, and even Magicians often
unconsciously in service to fear and the pursuit of security.
As a conscious man my deepest passion is to become capable of profound love and
intimacy. On this path I have had to uncover and release subtle and deeply ingrained
patterns of self-involvement that have blocked my ability to love and be loved. I see that
this is generally true for everyone and at this time in evolution it is especially crucial for
men to go beyond separating states of self-involvement. I know that I have something
very important to share with men. This is why for the first time I want to gather with a
group of men to explore the fullest potential of ourselves as men and especially as
lovers.
In this men’s group our consecration will be to embody every aspect of our maleness,
but especially to learn what the Lover means to each of us in our individual lives and in
the relationships we wish to see grow to their fullest potential, beyond what we may
even yet imagine.
If you are ready to dive deeply into every essential part of your maleness, and
especially to liberate the Lover within you then I look forward to hearing from you,
In the spirit of Love and wisdom,
Richard
PS. You do not have to be in an intimate relationship to participate in this work.

MEN’s TRANSFORMATIONAL GROUP
Men as Lover
with Richard Moss
LOCATION

The group limited to 16 men, will meet twice physically at the Golden Hotel in
Boulder, Colorado - USA, at the beginning and at the end of the program and 10
monthly video group conference in between.

SCHEDULE
•

First physical gathering in Boulder: 22-23-24-25 June 2017

Video Conference:
1. Thursday 13 July
2. Thursday 31 August
3. Thursday 21 September
4. Thursday 26 October
5. Thursday 16 November
6. Thursday 14 December
7. Thursday 04 January 2018
8. Thursday 01 February
9. Thursday 08 March
10. Thursday 05 April
•

Second physical gathering in Boulder: 10-11-12-13 June 2018

SEMINAR COST
Tuition

$2,000.00 for the whole program
$500 deposit due upon registration
$1,500 on 22 May 2017
Cancellation: Before 22 May; $100 admin fees, After 22 May; $500 admin fees,
No refund after the program starts.

Board and Lodging in Boulder
You pay for your own expenses
Accommodation in Boulder: $189 at the Golden Hotel (optional, please book directly).
You can find alternatives in Boulder.
If you come from abroad, please spend a minimum of 2 nights in the USA before the
seminar (Jet lag)

FOR MORE INFORMATION & TO REGISTER
USA +1 720 924 8594
EUROPE +44 1273 90 61 09
Email: men@richardmoss.com
Call:

